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Includes Angelina’s Message:
The Awakening Twin Flame Heart

To My Spirit Family:

Daily we’re each inspired by the creative efforts and genius of God
individualized through great writers, musicians, producers, journalists,
artists and by those whose works unify our hearts.

It is my greatest privilege to share information about the following people
and their work. Each has touched me deeply and I encourage you to
explore both their sites and work. You, too, will, no doubt, find your soul
expanded.

· Your Life's Concealed Meanings - Dr. Eldon Taylor
A Hay-House, New York Times best-selling author is launching his new
book, What Does That Mean? This work has touched me so deeply that I
wanted to share it with all of you. It is a must-read for any thinking person
who has ever questioned if reality is only relative. According to Taylor,
our perception of reality is always in flux, relative to our conditioning,
experiences, belief systems, our willingness to open our hearts and minds
to new paradigms, and whether or not we live in fear or love. This
autobiographical tale reveals how one of the most brilliant minds in
America came to question reality and the value and purpose of our multi-
level perceptions. Each new reality initiates a journey into a trajectory of
soul expansion, and more importantly, brings one to the full awareness
that we create our own realities.
Hay House is offering some spectacular bonuses for those who order from
this first launch, so check it out:
http://tiny.cc/ZTk9E

· Keya Lablanquie-Pralat (Artist Name: Keya Kyea)

http://tiny.cc/ZTk9E
http://tiny.cc/ZTk9E


You’re going to love this brilliant Swiss Soul/Jazz performer, lyricist and
composer. Keya has recently released ONLY LOVE, a song that will
disarm any guards at the door to your heart and replace any frozen
feelings with only hope, joy and love. Her work will also be of great interest
to those looking to put an international flavor of the highest frequencies of
love behind their film and web-video productions.

http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xbmiy4_only-love_music

Available on I-Tunes: http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewAlbum?id=349408216&affId=1108120

Listen free to 10 selections at http://www.myspace.com/keyakyea

· The Spirit Revolution

Recently I was interviewed on a new BBS radio program called The
Spirit Revolution,(available on archive) hosted by NY Times best-selling
author, Kathleen McGowan, and her partner, world-renown author and
journalist, Philip Coppens. Their live shows airs on BBS internet radio
on Tuesdays at 6pm PST. Go to their website and check out both the
archived shows as well as their personal work, for each has contributed
a tremendous amount of knowledge which has unveiled a great many
esoteric mysteries.
http://www.bbsradio.com
http://www.thespiritrevolution.com

· Lilou Mace

I recently had the privilege of being interviewed by this lovely soul, a
French-American author, socialite, web TV host and international Internet
self-improvement video blogger. Lilou is a prominent proponent of the
"Universal Laws" and co-founder of a Law of Attraction-based Internet
community. As a video journalist Lilou's tremendous variety of interviews
with leading spiritual authors and speakers of our time have earned over
three million views on YouTube. I highly recommend you visit her site and
archived interviews. My interview is also available for viewing on the links
below.
http://www.liloumace.com
http://www.liloumace.com/Twinflames-The-split-of-our-soul,-Masculin-Feminin-energy_a462.html (Part I)

http://www.liloumace.com/How-to-connect-with-our-Twinflame-Angelina-Heart_a463.html (Part II)

http://www.heartflamepublishing.com/events.html - full interview
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______________________________________________________________________________

The Awakening Twin Flame Heart

Upon first meeting, they instantly recognized the other half of their soul in
each other’s eyes and the most intense exploration of love swiftly unfolded.
There was no need for the ritual of getting to know one another and their
loving relationship initiated with powerful intensity. A continual circulation
of orgasmic energy pulsed through them and although sexual in nature, it
most often culminated in a profound exchange between their hearts rather
than their loins. For the first time in their lives they felt absolute unity with
another being.

With a strong telepathic connection, they’d laugh as one would consistently
finish the other’s sentence. At first, they could not be parted from one
another and, sensing they had a larger purpose to fulfill, began to dream of
ways to serve humanity through their joint efforts.

Then, several months later, everything changed dramatically. Where once
they could see only God before them, now they could no longer fathom
where that vision came from. Where once each had been a sovereign
being, a sense of co-dependency had developed. Competition and control
had entered the equation. Their initial state of constant giving had been
displaced by interior language that asked, “What’s in this for me?”

After such a whirlwind explosion of the most spiritually activated love on the
deepest levels, how is it so many problems rose so quickly with the power
to blow them apart? How could one of them still remember and long for the
union and the other walk away as if nothing ever happened?

Is this a story similar to your own?

Could there be anything more painful than feeling this type of love and then
having it vanish? With a devastated and ‘broken’ heart, the disappointment
in love and a sense of soul betrayal pries open a door of self-doubt and
questioning. Yet, this questioning can act as the greatest means to propel
you into the discovery of the most profound love of all. This painful point
from which your ego believes there is no recovery is the leaping point – the



one where you either remain immobilized in grief OR truly begin to search
for answers about your Twin Flame identity.

In the last decade I’ve received thousands of letters from people describing
this experience, while begging to understand how their “Twin” could leave
them. “How could this opportunity be lost?”

Such an experience is a very powerful wake-up call for it acts as a catalyst
in which all obstacles to love will rise to the surface for you in an
exaggerated manner. The pulse of a continued profound longing to join
with your beloved Twin Flame asks you to break down all barriers to true
love. It is the navigational tool of longing that will lead you to discover that
your Twin is God within you as your balanced complementary energy
form.

What you long for is conscious union with God. And when you love God as
you in your complementary energy form with absolute abandon, then you
will find it out-pictured as the symbols in your world. One of those symbols
may or may not be the fullness of your multidimensional Twin Flame
energetic essence embodied within another physical form. But the symbol
of another before you will always act as an exact mirror to both your own
level of consciousness and the level at which you have balanced the two
primal forces of creation, (the Divine Feminine and Masculine), within.

Through my spiritual guidance I’ve been inspired to revisit, very slowly,
these stages of the awakening Twin Flame Heart. Although so many who
follow my work have catapulted way beyond ego’s interpretation of the
situation described in the above story, there are many more who have
joined your ranks as all of our hearts continue to open wider and wider in
preparation for a quantum leap in consciousness for all humanity. The
SLOWER the education, the FASTER the conscious mind understands.

The human psyche rarely grasps anything it doesn't already possess
vibrationally within its experiential field. That's why the process of 'seed
setting' is so critical - 'line upon line, precept upon precept.' As
consciousness peels away the layers of the familiar to expose the
unfamiliar, it ultimately changes the model of enlightenment. Self-



realization is the first stage of enlightment with resonant fields in
relationship. It brings God to relationship.

I'm in the process of preparing several graduated modules of Twin Flame
education so each inquiring heart and mind can comprehend from its
current vibratory level. When these teaching modules are completed, an
announcement will be sent to you via my newsletter. In the meantime,
however, if you've experienced something similar to the above story,
please take the time to ready my elementary discourse on Twin Flames:
Twin Flame Physics; Cracking the Code
http://www.heartflamepublishing.com/twinflamephysics.html

There are many among you who have long-since graduated to the inner
education and are providing a tremendous service to both the planet and
humanity. Those who are inspired to follow through with the graduated
modules are heading in the same direction as those who have become
God-self-realized. The role you’ll play in the shift of planetary
consciousness through the embodiment of your Twin Flame Heart love is
far beyond any comprehension of the ego’s interpretation of love and
service. If the longing of your heart for reunion with your Twin has led you
to this material, you can be sure your soul is guiding you toward a greater
expression of love than any illusion your ego could create.

It is my greatest privilege to serve you in any way I can by providing what
I’ve personally learned and experienced. I am not a “Twin Flame Guru” –
the guru model is dead. We’re all co-creating our future and providing each
other with the knowledge we’ve accumulated as all the pieces of the puzzle
come together. This knowledge is not something I own and covetously
protect. Rather, it’s something that’s been given to me from myriad sources
and I joyously share with anyone who is interested. I stand forever in the
deepest gratitude for each of you and the light and love you are fearlessly
bringing to the world and to my life. With deepest affection,

Only Love is Real
And being and giving love are the only things that matter!

©Angelina Heart
http://www.angelinaheart.com
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_____________________________________________________________________________

Angelina Heart, teacher of the pathway of the Twin Flame Heart
Author of

The Teaching of Little Crow, the journey of the soul
Brilliantly woven within this multi-award winning epic romance are the sacred

Ascended Master Teachings about Twin Flames
and the necessary shifts in consciousness that allow for reunion.

"Best spiritual edu-tainment to come along in years!"
Available in hardback or unabridged, full-cast audio book

Other work by Angelina Heart includes:

Twin Flames; the Real Deal
An entertaining, educational series about Twin Flames

and the role they play in the shift of ages
Twin Flame Meditation CD - Living the Divine Heart

A succinct discourse about Twin Flames along with
proven meditation techniques to connect with your Twin

Twin Flame Physics - Cracking the Code
An illustrated in-depth expose about the physics of the sacred relationship of Twin

Flames
Original Music Soundtrack from The Teaching of Little Crow

A wondrous collection of original music created for the audio book with
the Twin Flame vibratory frequency

To learn more about Twin Flames or to purchase any of these products, visit:
http://www.angelinaheart.com

*Some of you are new to the Angelina Heart Twin Flame Newsletter and are just beginning to awaken to
your Twin Flame identity and the power of your Twin Flame Heart Womb. If the longing to join with your
Beloved has led you to this information, then you will know you are moving swiftly past the ego's concept
of love. On my website, you may access a plethora of information about Twin Flames as well as many
tools to help you connect with yours. Explore the articles, interviews, past newsletters, books, music,
meditations and discourses.

__________________________________________________________

http://www.angelinaheart.com contact: heartflame@infowest.com
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